Abstract-In this paper, impedance learning is investigated for robots interacting with unknown environments. A two-loop control framework is employed and adaptive control is developed for the inner-loop position control. The environments are described as time-varying systems with unknown parameters in the statespace form. The gradient-following and betterment schemes are employed to obtain a desired impedance model, subject to unknown environments. The desired interaction performance is achieved in the sense that a defined cost function is minimized. Simulation and experiment studies are carried out to verify the validity of the proposed method.
For example, when a person opens a door, he/she may fail in the first time because he/she does not have the knowledge of this door, e.g., mass, inertia, friction at the hinge, and so on. After he/she tries to open the door for several times, he/she is able to open the door to a desired position with the least effort. During the process of opening a door, this person learns a best set of impedance parameters of his/her limb in the sense that the target position is achieved and the control effort is minimized.
It is possible to apply human beings' learning skill discussed above to robot control [17] [18] [19] . Specifically, the robot dynamics can be governed by a target impedance model with impedance control. Then, in a similar way, as human beings adjust their limb impedance, parameters of the target impedance model are adjusted through learning based on certain criteria. This kind of learning schemes has been developed in many research studies. In [20] , associative search network learning is applied to a wall-following task. In [21] , impedance parameters are regulated through learning of neural networks. However, as discussed in [22] , artificial neural network techniques need an expensive data preprocessing for training examples to learn. In [23] , internal-model-based learning is developed for a high-speed insertion task. This method has a simple formulation but it is limited to a simple application. Instead, reinforcement learning is based on the trial-and-error method, which is more similar to the way of human learning [24] . In [25] , an equilibrium point control model is employed and the stiffness matrix is updated according to different application requirements using natural actor-critic algorithm. In [26] , a supervised learning paradigm is employed to acquire the plant dynamics and its stochastic properties, such that optimal control in the sense of task accuracy and energy cost is achieved. In [27] , PI2 (policy improvement with path integrals) algorithm is adopted to make reinforcement learning in high degrees-of-freedom (DOFs) robotic systems become possible. Different from the above works of reinforcement learning, the environment dynamics are described explicitly in this paper so that it is possible to obtain the gradient of the defined cost function. In this way, the proposed impedance learning has a straightforward yet much simpler framework, and it provides feasibility in practical implementations. It is able to adjust time-varying stiffness and damping matrices simultaneously, and is applicable for a large range of applications.
When the desired impedance parameters are obtained through learning, there are several methods to impose the desired impedance model on the robot arm. An approach widely used is to design an inner position control loop in conjunction with an outer force control loop. This strategy is appealing for robot systems that are designed for position regulation, including almost all industrial robots [28] . In this strategy, the force control loop is used to determine the virtual desired trajectory. Then, the position control loop serves to track the virtual desired trajectory, and the control objective becomes trajectory tracking, which has been widely studied in the past decades. It has been shown that a simple proportionalderivative (PD) control is able to guarantee a closed-loop system with a bounded tracking error, and this error may be reduced by increasing the PD gains [29] . To completely eliminate the tracking error, PD control is usually companied with computed-torque control [30] . However, the performance of computed-torque control is limited by the computation complexity and the existence of uncertainties. In the control literature, adaptive control has been extensively studied to cope with the problem of parametric and nonparametric uncertainties [31] , [32] . In [33] , adaptive control is proposed by introducing the regressor and using linear-in-the-parameter property. This method has been employed and developed in many other research studies. In [34] , [35] , adaptive control is developed with the regressor computed offline, and the simplicity of the control design is slightly improved. Although the model-based adaptive control mentioned above guarantees trajectory tracking, the knowledge of robot structure is required and the difficulty is caused in practice. To find a method without using the robot structure information, much effort is made with machine learning approaches, e.g., neural networks [36] [37] [38] . Instead of that, in this paper, we will propose an adaptive control without using either the regressor or the machine learning approaches.
With the above discussion, we highlight the contributions of this paper as follows.
1) Physical robot-environment interaction is investigated, where the environment is described as a time-varying system in the state-space form. 2) Impedance learning is proposed to iteratively adjust the impedance parameters of the robot arm, such that the desired impedance model is obtained despite unknown environments. 3) Adaptive control is developed for the position control in the two-loop control framework, and trajectory tracking is achieved without using the regressor. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the system overview of a robot interacting with unknown environments is given, and the control objective is discussed. In Sections III and IV, the details of the proposed impedance learning and position control are presented, respectively. In Sections V-A and V-B, simulation and experiment with different control objectives are conducted to verify the feasibility of the proposed method. Concluding remarks are given in Section VI.
II. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

A. Dynamic Model
In this paper, we consider a system where a rigid robot arm physically interacts with an unknown environment. Suppose that the kinematics of the robot arm are given by
where x(t), q(t) ∈ R n , and n are positions/oritations in the Cartesian space (operational space), joint coordinates in the joint space, and DOF, respectively. Differentiating (1) with respect to time results iṅ
where J (q(t)) ∈ R n×n is the Jacobian matrix. The dynamics of the robot arm in the joint space are given by
where M(q(t)) ∈ R n×n is the inertia matrix, C(q(t),q(t))q(t) ∈ R n denotes the Coriolis and centrifugal force, G(q(t)) ∈ R n is the gravitational force, τ (t) ∈ R n is the control input, and f (t) ∈ R n denotes the interaction force exerted by the environment and it can be measured by a force/torque sensor.
Property 1 [39] :
Suppose that the environment dynamics are described by the following mass-damping-spring model:
where M E (t), C E (t), and G E (t) are the inertia, damping, and stiffness matrices of the environment dynamics, respectively. Note that M E (t), C E (t), and G E (t) are unknown and they are only used for the analysis. This model represents a large range of environments [40] . For example, it may describe the dynamics of a human limb in physical human-robot interaction [16] , or the dynamics of a viscoelastic object in robotic manipulation.
B. Control Objective
The objective of this paper is to control the interaction between the robot arm and the environment. To achieve it, we develop a control architecture, as shown in Fig. 1 . In particular, we consider the following target impedance model:
where
, and G d (t) are the desired inertia, damping, and stiffness matrices, respectively, q d (t) is the desired trajectory, and q r (t) is the virtual desired trajectory of the position control loop. Two steps are included in this control architecture: impedance learning and position control. In the first step, we need to find M d (t), C d (t), and G d (t) to achieve a certain desired interaction performance, and the environment dynamics have to be considered. However, previous studies have shown that it is extremely difficult to obtain an exact model of the environment in many situations, e.g., human limb. In this regard, we aim to develop an iterative learning law, which is able to find M d (t), C d (t), and G d (t) through repetitive interactions and does not require the environment model. In the second step, position control is developed to make q(t) → q r (t) as t → ∞, such that the impedance model becomes
Note that only the virtual desired trajectory q r (t) will be refined according to (5) , while the control performance of the inner position control loop is not affected by the outerloop impedance learning. In the following two sections, the proposed impedance learning and position control will be discussed in detail.
III. IMPEDANCE LEARNING
A. Preliminary: Generic Betterment Scheme
For the development of impedance learning in the following section, we introduce the following lemma about the betterment scheme.
Lemma 1 [14] : Consider the following linear time-varying systems described by:
The control input u(t) is iteratively updated as
where k is the iteration number, v d (t) is the desired output, and α satisfies the following inequality:
with I as the unit matrix of a proper dimension.
If C(t)B(t) is nonsingular and v
, then the betterment process for system (7) is convergent in the sense
where t f is the iteration period.
B. Betterment Scheme Applied to Impedance Learning
To develop impedance learning, a cost function to measure the interaction performance is usually defined. We denote this cost function as (t) and explain it later. Because arbitrary selection of M d (t) may cause instability [42] , it is fixed to equal to the apparent inertia and only C d (t) and G d (t) are updated during the learning process.
To gradually decrease (t) by updating C d (t) and G d (t), the gradient-following scheme is employed and the following learning law is proposed:
where positive scalars β C and β G represent the learning rates. According to (6), we have
where e q (t) = q d (t)−q(t). Because the environment dynamics are unknown, the gradient of reinforcement
is not available. The betterment scheme in Lemma 1 is adopted to cope with this problem in the following.
To employ the betterment scheme in Lemma 1, the environment model (4) has to be represented in the state-space form. Particularly, by choosing states x 1 (t) = q(t), x 2 (t) =q(t) and x 3 (t) = t 0 f (s)ds, we rewrite (4) in the following state-space form:
⎡
In the above formulation, we assume that f (0) = 0 such thaṫ
we further write the above equation into a more compact forṁ
To be coherent with the denotation in Lemma 1, we have
where C(t) defines the relationship between the states (i.e., position, velocity, and integral of interaction force) and the output v(t).
As shown by Lemma 1, if we take the interaction force f (t) as the control input to the environment dynamics (14) , it will be updated as
where α satisfies the inequality (9), such that
In other words, the control input f is iteratively updated to decrease the error between v k (t) and v d (t). Approximately, we measure this error by the cost function 2 where · 2 denotes two-norm, and obtain
Remark 1: The definition of the cost function (t) shows that the aim of impedance learning in this paper can be trajectory tracking, integral force tracking, or the combination/compromise of these two, by choosing different C(t). For example, if the control objective is integral force tracking, we may choose C(t) = [0, 0, c] T , where c is a constant. Note that the defined cost function includes position, velocity, and integral interaction force, which are different quantities with different units of measurements. Therefore, in practical implementations, partial knowledge of both the robot and environment and trial-and-error may be needed to define a proper cost function. This is the same as in the well-known linear quadratic regulator [43] , where a typical cost function includes position, velocity, and control torque, and it is nontrivial to determine their weights.
Remark 2: The cost function-based method has been employed in most of the works of impedance learning in the literature, such as wall following [20] , ball inserting [23] , door opening and ball catching [25] , and explosive movement tasks [13] .
Comparing (16) and (17), we obtain
where β has been absorbed by α as α = α /β. Substituting (11) and (18) to (10), we obtain the learning law
Remark 3: It is found that the above learning law has a simple formulation, which is developed based on the sensory feedback from the environment instead of modeling the environment. The sensory feedback includes the position and velocity errors e q (t) andė q (t), which are, respectively, used to update G d (t) and C d (t). It may also include the force error e f (t) = f d (t) − f (t), which is introduced by the defined cost function (t). However, learning rates β C and β G are open parameters, which are difficult to tune in sophisticated tasks [44] . Further investigations on this issue are needed in practical implementations.
Remark 4: As the gradient of reinforcement ∂ k (t)/∂ f k (t) is difficult to obtain in the presence of unknown environments, various estimation methods have been proposed in the literature. In [23] , ∂ k (t)/∂ f k (t) is estimated based on an internal model, which is identified from the data collection of input f k (t) and output k (t). Suppose that the internal model is obtained asˆ k (t) = ϕ T f k (t), then the gradient of reinforcement is estimated as ∂ˆ k (t)/∂ f k (t) = ϕ T . In this paper, however, we employ the betterment scheme, as stated in Lemma 1. Under the betterment scheme, a time series of input signal to a plant is iteratively updated using an error signal between the output signal and the target signal such that the output signal at the next iteration approaches the target signal [21] . As a result, the estimation process is avoided. (5) . Position control will be developed in this section to make the actual position q track q r .
IV. POSITION CONTROL
As M d , C d , and G d have been obtained through the outerloop impedance learning, the virtual desired trajectory q r is obtained according to the impedance model
A. Preliminary: PD-Like Control
The following PD-like control was developed in [34] and [35] for position control:
where e(t) = q r (t) − q(t) is the tracking error, K p and K d are diagonal matrices with positive entries, Sin vec (e(t)) = [Sin(e 1 (t)), Sin(e 2 (t)), . . . , Sin(e n (t))] T with e i (t), i = 1, 2, . . . , n as the components of e(t), and Sin(e i (t)) is defined as
sin(e i (t)),
Lemma 2 [34] , [35] : Denoting an auxiliary variable
with μ > 0, we have the following inequality:
with p i , i = 1, 2, . . . , n as the diagonal entries of K p , q i (t), i = 1, 2, . . . , n as the components of q(t), c j , j = 1, 2, 3, 4 as some constants, and Cos(q i (t)) defined as
V (e(t),ė(t)) and W (e(t),ė(t)) are positive definite in e(t) anḋ e(t), if μ > 0, and K p and K d are chosen properly. Lemma 3: According to Property 1, the following inequality holds:
where Proof: See Appendix A.
B. Adaptive Control
In [34] and [35] , it has been shown that the position control of the robot arm can be guaranteed by PD-like control (20) plus a learning term. This learning term only employs an auxiliary variable composed of the tracking error and velocity error. The above results motivate the control design in this paper, which includes PD-like control (20) plus an adaptive term. The extension from the learning to adaptive case is not straightforward. The underlying reason is that while the whole robot dynamics with the desired trajectory are invariant in each iteration, only physical parameters (e.g., inertia and link length) are invariant in each adaptive period, without considering the uncertainty. In this situation, we need to find something inherently invariant in the adaptive case, which are found to be the upper bounds of the robot dynamics, as shown in Property 1. Note that these upper bounds are not necessarily to be known, which can be estimated with the developed updating law.
In particular, the proposed adaptive position control is given by (27) whereK (t) is a diagonal matrix with elementsk i (t), i = 1, 2, . . . , n. For the analysis convenience, we denote
and thus K = diag(k) andK (t) = diag(k(t)). The updating law fork(t) is developed aṡ
where S is a positive definite matrix andȳ(t) = [y 1 (t)sgn (y 1 (t) 
), . . . , y n (t)sgn(y n (t))] T . Note that afterk(t) is obtained from (29),K (t) in (27) is obtained asK (t) = diag(k(t)).
Considering (3) and the control input (27) , the closed-loop system dynamics are obtained as
M(q(t))q(t) + C(q(t),q(t))q(t) + G(q(t)) −K p Sin vec (e(t)) − K dė (t) +K (t)sgn vec (y(t)) = 0. (30)
Theorem 1: Given the dynamics (3), with the developed control (27) and updating law (29) , position control of the robot arm is achieved, i.e., lim t →∞ e(t) = 0. In addition, all the signals in the closed-loop system (30) are bounded.
Proof: See Appendix B.
Remark 5: In [35], τ (t) = K p Sin vec (e(t)) + K dė (t) + Y (q r (t),q r (t), q r (t))θ(t) + f (t) with the updating lawθ(t) = −S −1 Y T (q r (t),q r (t), q r (t))y(t).θ(t)
is the estimate of θ ∈ R n θ , θ is a vector of the physical parameters of the robot arm, n θ is a positive integer denoting the number of these parameters, and Y (q(t),q(t), q(t)) ∈ R n×n θ is the regression matrix. It employs the linear-in-parameter property, which causes a difficulty especially when the robot has a high DOF, because the robot structure is required as a priori knowledge. Similarly, most of the adaptive control designs for position control in the literature employ the linear-in-parameter property, e.g., [29] , [33] . Instead of that, the proposed adaptive control in this paper does not require any robot dynamics information, and is thus model-free and provides feasibility for practical implementations.
Remark 6: Compared with the methods in [29] , [33] , and [35] , the second-order derivative of q r (t), i.e.,q r (t), is not used in the proposed position control. This may help in some applications whereq r (t) is not available.
V. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENT
A. Simulation Study
In this section, we verify the validity of the proposed impedance learning and adaptive control through simulation studies. A six-DOF PUMA560 robot is considered and this simulation is implemented with the robotics toolbox introduced in [45] .
In the first part of the simulation study, the effectiveness of the proposed adaptive control is verified, and the control performances with different control parameters are discussed. The initial position of the robot arm in the joint space is q(0) = [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0] T . The desired trajectory of the robot arm for each joint is given by 12(t/t f ) 5 −30(t/t f ) 4 +20(t/t f ) 3 , where t f = 5. Control parameters in (27) and (29) are summarized in Table I . Note that in the first three cases, the proposed adaptive control is not adopted so the parameter S is not available.
Inner-loop tracking errors of each joint with different control parameters are shown in Fig. 2 . It is found that tracking errors can be reduced by increasing K p and K d but they cannot be eliminated, and the stability of the system may be destroyed when K p and K d are too large. Tracking errors asymptotically converge to zero when the proposed adaptive control is adopted, of which the validity has been verified. The convergence rate can be increased by reducing S, but too small S may also cause system instability. In addition, for the same control parameters, the tracking error is also affected by the desired trajectory. Particularly, further simulation can be carried out to show that it takes a longer time to track a faster desired trajectory. It is essential to emphasize that only the parameters in Table I have been tuned during the simulation, and the control design is much easier than adaptive control in [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] .
In the second part of the simulation study, the validity of the proposed impedance learning is verified. The environment dynamics are described by (4) with M E (t) = 0.01(sin πt) 2 I , C E (t) = 0.1(sin πt) 2 I , and G E (t) = 20(sin πt) 2 I , which are time varying and unknown to the designer. To show the robustness of the proposed impedance learning, the discontinuity of the environment dynamics has also been considered during the simulation. In particular, the interaction force is considered to suddenly drop to 0 at t = 1s, i.e., M E (t) = 0, C E (t) = 0, and G E (t) = 0 for t > 1 s. The initial position and the desired trajectory are the same as in the first part of the simulation study. The control parameters in (27) and (29) (19) are αβ C = 20 and αβ G = 20, which can be adjusted to modulate the convergence rate of the learning process. As discussed in Section III, the control objective can be trajectory tracking, integral force tracking, and the combination/compromise of these two with the proposed impedance learning, by choosing different cost functions. In the first case, we choose C(t) = [50, 0, 1] T , From Fig. 3 , it is found that the cost function becomes smaller when the iteration number increases. This is followed by the result that the position error becomes smaller while the interaction force from zeroes to ones becomes larger when the iteration number increases, as shown in Fig. 4 . Correspondingly, impedance parameters from zeroes to ones become larger when the iteration number increases, as shown in Fig. 5 . Observing the impedance parameters of the environment dynamics with respect to time, the impedance parameters of the robot arm in Fig. 5 are updated correspondingly. For example, the peak of the interaction force appears at around 0.6 s when the impedance parameters of the environment dynamics become the largest, and the impedance parameters of the robot arm also become the largest. In addition, the interaction force is set to suddenly drop to zero at t = 1 s, and there is discontinuity at this point. As a result, an overshoot appears after t = 1 s in Fig. 5 . Nonetheless, the robot arm moves smoothly, which can be observed by the position error in Fig. 4 . The above results have shown that the robot arm increases its impedance parameters iteratively to resist the interference from the environment, while it keeps its impedance parameters when there is no interference. These results are similar to that in [27] and in accord with the human motor control performance.
In the first case, the weight of the position error in the cost function is 50 while the weight of the integral interaction force is one, which shows that trajectory tracking is more important than zero force regulation. Therefore, impedance parameters become larger such that the robot arm stiffens up to resist the interference from the environment. Subsequently, the position error becomes smaller and the interaction force becomes larger. In the second case, we change C(t) to C(t) = [3, 0, 1] T , and thus the cost function becomes (t) = 3e q (t) − t 0 e f (s)ds 2 . As the weight of the position error in this case is smaller than that in the first case, it is expected that the robot arm becomes more compliant; ten iterations are performed and the simulation results are shown in Figs. 6-8 . In particular, the impedance parameters shown in Fig. 8 indeed become smaller from zeroes to ones. Accordingly, in Fig. 7 , it is shown that the interaction force becomes smaller while the position error becomes larger. In Fig. 6 , the cost function still becomes smaller as the iteration number increases, although the performance is very different from that in Fig. 3 . Similarly as in Fig. 5 , there is also an overshoot in Fig. 8 due to the existence of discontinuity in the environment dynamics, but it does not have an obvious effect on the control performance of the robot arm.
B. Experimental Study
In this section, the proposed method is further examined on a real robot, Nancy, which is developed in Social Robotics Laboratory, National University of Singapore [46] . The motor, which drives the joint, is controlled by Maxon's EPOS2 70/10 dual-loop controller. It works in the CANopen network and provides multiple operational modes including position, velocity, and current modes. An ATI mini-40 force/torque sensor is installed at the left wrist of Nancy to measure the force/torque exerted by environments.
In this experiment, the left wrist of Nancy follows a desired trajectory q r (t) = 0.02 t rad while it interacts with a human hand, which plays the role of unknown environment, as shown in Fig. 9 . The left wrist of Nancy moves back to the original position at the beginning of each iteration, and the position of the human hand is fixed during the interaction. In each iteration, with a period of 18 s, the interaction starts at t = 5 s and ends at t = 16 s. The interaction phases, i.e., interaction and noninteraction, switch according to the time displayed on the computer screen. Similarly, as in simulation studies, the interaction force drops to zero at t = 16 s immediately, and thus there is discontinuity. Two cases with different control objectives are considered. In these two cases, M d (t) is fixed to equal to the apparent inertia and the initial values of C d (t) and G d (t) are C 0 d (t) = 3.6 and G 0 d (t) = 3.6. The parameters in (19) are αβ C = 40 and αβ G = 40. Other values of these parameters can be chosen to adjust the convergence rate of the learning process.
In the first case, we choose the cost function as (t) = 10e q (t) − t 0 e f (s)ds 2 and then trajectory tracking is more important than zero force regulation. In Figs. 10 and 11 , the results at different iterations k = 0, 5, 10 are, respectively, shown. From Fig. 11 , it is found that the position error becomes smaller when the iteration number increases. Correspondingly, the stiffness parameter G d (t) becomes larger and the defined cost function becomes smaller when the iteration number increases, as shown in Fig. 10 . The result of the damping parameter C d (t) is similar to that of G d (t), and is thus omitted. Similarly as in simulation studies, the above results have revealed the expected interaction performance: impedance parameters become larger to make the robot arm stiffen up such that the interference from the environment is resisted, and they keep unchanged if there is no interference from the environment.
In the second case, we change the cost function to (t) = e q (t) − t 0 e f (s)ds 2 , in which the weight of trajectory tracking is smaller and it is expected that the robot arm becomes more compliant. The results at k = 0, 5, 10 in the second case are shown in Figs. 12 and 13. Different from that in Figs. 10 and 11 , the position error becomes larger and correspondingly the stiffness parameter G d (t) becomes smaller when the iteration number increases. It is obvious that the robot arm becomes more compliant in this case. As the interaction force drops to zero immediately at t = 6 s, there is an overshoot in the result of stiffness parameter in Fig. 12 , but it does not have obvious effect on the motion of the robot arm. In addition, the force signal is typically noisy and the learning process is not as smooth as that in simulation studies. While the above results are acceptable, these practical issues need to be further considered for better interaction control. To summarize, by choosing different cost functions, it is determined that the control objective can be trajectory tracking, integral force tracking, or the combination/compromise of these two. The proposed impedance learning guarantees that the defined cost function becomes smaller and subsequently the control objective is achieved, subject to unknown dynamic environments. The advantage of the proposed impedance learning over impedance control with fixed impedance parameters lies in a modest performance can be obtained if a good set of fixed impedance parameters is predefined (when k = 1), and a better performance can be obtained only with variant impedance parameters because the environments are dynamically changing.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the problem of robots interacting with unknown environments has been investigated. Impedance learning has been developed to obtain desired impedance parameters subject to unknown dynamic environments. The proposed impedance learning has employed gradientfollowing and betterment schemes. Adaptive control has been developed for the trajectory tracking in the inner position control loop, and subsequently the control objective has been achieved. The feasibility and validity of the proposed method have been verified by simulation and experiment.
APPENDIX B PROOF OF THEOREM 1
Rewrite the closed-loop dynamics (30) as
M(q(t))q(t) + C(q(t),q(t))q(t) + G(q(t)) − K p Sin vec (e(t)) − K dė (t) +K sgn vec (y(t)) = [M(q(t))ë(t) + C(q(t),q(t))ė(t) − K p Sin vec (e(t))
− K dė (t)] + [M(q(t))q r (t) + C(q(t),q(t))q r (t) + G(q(t))] +K sgn vec (y(t))
= [M(q(t))ë(t) + C(q(t),q(t))ė(t) − K p Sin vec (e(t))
− K dė (t)] + {[M(q(t)) − M(q r (t))]q r (t) + [C(q(t),q(t)) − C(q r (t),q r (t))]q r (t) + [G(q(t)) −G(q r (t))]} + [M(q r (t))q r (t) + C(q r (t),q r (t))q r (t) + G(q r (t))] +K sgn vec (y(t))
= [M(q(t))ë(t) + C(q(t),q(t))ė(t) − K p Sin vec (e(t)) −K dė (t)] + {[M(q(t)) − M(q r (t))]q r (t) + [C(q(t),q(t)) − C(q r (t),q r (t))]q r (t) + [G(q(t)) − G(q r (t))]} + [M(q r (t))q r (t) + C(q r (t),q r (t))q r (t) + G(q r (t))] + [K sgn vec (y(t)) +K sgn vec (y(t))] = 0 (32) whereK (t) =K (t) − K . From the above equation, we obtain
M(q(t))ë(t) + C(q(t),q(t))ė(t) − K p Sin vec (e(t)) − K dė (t) + {[M(q(t)) − M(q r (t))]q r (t) + [C(q(t),q(t)) − C(q r (t),q r (t))]q r (t) + [G(q(t)) − G(q r (t))]} +K sgn vec (y(t)) = − M(q r (t))q r (t) − C(q r (t),q r (t))q r (t) − G(q r (t))
− K sgn vec (y(t)).
According to Lemma 2, we have
[M(q(t))ë(t) + C(q(t),q(t))ė(t) − K p Sin vec (e(t)) − K dė (t)] + [M(q(t)) − M(q r (t))]q r (t) + [C(q(t),q(t)) − C(q r (t),q r (t))]q r (t) + [G(q(t)) − G(q r (t))] T y(t) ≥ V (e(t),ė(t)) + d dt [W (e(t),ė(t))].
In addition, we have the following result according to the updating law (29) :
t)Sk(t) =k T (t)Sk(t) =k T (t)ȳ(t) =K (t)sgn vec (y(t))y T (t).
Substituting the above equation into (34), we have
[M(q(t))ë(t) + C(q(t),q(t))ė(t) − K p Sin(e(t)) − K dė (t)] + [M(q(t)) − M(q r (t))]q r (t) + [C(q(t),q(t)) − C(q r (t),q r (t))]q r (t) + [G(q(t)) − G(q r (t))] T y(t) +K (t)y T (t)sgn vec (y(t))
≥ 
The above inequality shows that W (e(t),ė(t)) + 1/2k(t)Sk(t) ≤ W (e(0),ė(0)) + 1/2k(0)Sk(0) and thus W (e(t),ė(t)) + 1/2k(t)Sk(t) is bounded suppose W (e(0),ė(0)) and 1/2k(0)Sk(0) are bounded. According to Lemma 2, W (e(t),ė(t)) is positive definite in e(t) andė(t), thus W (e(t),ė(t)), andk(t)Sk(t) are bounded, and immediately we obtain e(t) ∈ L ∞ ,ė(t) ∈ L ∞ , and k(t) ∈ L ∞ . In addition, it is found from the above inequality that t 0 V (e(s),ė(s))ds is bounded, and thus we have e(t) ∈ L 2 as V (e(t),ė(t)) is positive definite in e(t) andė(t). e(t) ∈ L ∞ and e(t) ∈ L 2 lead to lim t →∞ e(t) = 0, which completes the proof.
